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Abstract—Multicast transmissions allow an host (the source) to
send only one flow bound for a group of hosts (the receivers). Any
equipment eager to belong to the group may explicitly register itself
to that group via its multicast router. This router will be given the
responsibility to convey all information relating to the group to all
registered hosts. However in an environment in which the final
receiver or the source frequently moves, the multicast flows need
particular treatment. This constitutes one of the multicast
transmissions problems around which several proposals were made in
the Mobile IPv6 case in general.
In this article, we describe the problems involved in this IPv6
multicast mobility and the existing proposals for their resolution.
Then architecture will be proposed aiming to satisfy and optimize
these transmissions in the specific case of a mobile multicast receiver
in NC-HMIPv6 environment.

Keywords—Mobile IP, NC-HMIPv6, Multicast, MLD, PIM,
SSM, Rendezvous Point.
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I. INTRODUCTION

OBILE IPv6 like its predecessor (Mobile IPv4)
introduces mobility into the IP networks communication
natively fixed. In order to perfect the mobility level with that
observed in the GSM networks concerning the voice; several
challenges are to be accepted. Among these, we mention the
offer to the mobile Net surfer of all the basic services, services
which the traditional Net surfer profits by.
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Some important emerging applications such as LAN TV,
desktop conferencing, distance learning and collaborative
computing require simultaneous communication between
groups of computers.
Today, multicasting, introduced into the IPv4 networks, is
perfectly deployed in the IPv6 fixed networks and includes all
these services. However it constitutes a major problem for
IPv6 mobile networks.
The success of this type of communications in the fixed
networks is mainly due to their stability contrary to the mobile
networks which still suffer from some shortcomings.
In this article, we describe some problems related to the
implementation of this type of communication in the mobile
networks, in section II. Section III mentions the efforts carried
out in this direction. In section IV, we propose multicast
communications architecture in a mobile environment
governed by the NC-HMIPv6 (Network-Controlled
Hierarchical Mobile Internet Protocol Version 6) protocol [8].
This architecture takes into account only the behavior of
multicast receivers.
II. MULTICAST TRANSMISSIONS IN IP MOBILE NETWORKS
As IP fixed networks is completely dominated by the IP
protocol, the mobility support in IP networks is incontestably
Mobile IPv6 [15]. It represents the fundamental protocol used
in the realization of several other protocols in order to improve
it [8][17][23]. It therefore represents the building block of all
these IP mobile networks protocols.
However, Mobile IPv6 is not exempt from any technical
reproach. In spite of its clear improvement compared to
Mobile IPv4 [21], there are still some problems:
- Mobile IPv6 suffers from a considerable latency time during
the handovers.
- The recourse to the triangular routing for certain
communications, e.g.: correspondent node can not
implement the routing optimization.
- Quality of Service management
With the analysis of all these points, all new service to be
implemented must adapt itself to existing mobile topology. It
must also prevent itself, not to inject a considerable additional
latency and wasted bandwidth.
However the multicast functions according to a particular
routing mode and as a result, constitutes a particular service,
unfortunately not explicitly taken into account by Mobile
IPv6. That causes serious problems in this type of
environment.
Indeed, according to the proposals of the multicast
communications in the IPv6 networks, the flows routing of
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multicast receivers is done according to an arborescent
topology [3][5]. In this multicast distribution tree built using
PIM (Protocol Independent multicast) protocol, the path
chosen by the flow to serve the receivers is optimal (using
SPT: Short Path Tree). Thus, when the mobile node is in its
administrative network, multicast flows are delivered to him
following this optimization of multicast routing.
During its movement in foreign networks, inducing the new
address granting, two possibilities occur concerning its prior
behavior multicast flows:
- Bi-directional multicast routing
- Optimization of the IPv6 routing or remote subscription.
A. Bi-Directional Tunneling Multicast
An IPv6 tunnel is implemented since the home network of
the mobile node to deliver multicast flows [9]. If it is about a
source, the same tunnel will make it possible to deliver flows
with its multicast router of the home network. What is not
very probable as for the optimization of multicast routing (the
example of a multicast source in the same network as RP
(Rendezvous Point) and remote from its home network or that
of a mobile receiver finding itself in the same one as the
source or RP). What also is not optimal for the IPv6 routing if
the visited network possesses members of the multicast group.
B. Remote Subscription
If the visited network has a multicast router, these various
cases appear:
- a local node is member of the multicast group. In this
case, the mobile receiver is directly served without loss
of traffic due to an unspecified adherence.
- no request is made for this flow. In this case, the mobile
receiver joins the group via multicast access router of the
visited network. From there, a new branch is added to the
existing tree [25]. This generates a multicast latency
higher than 1.5s, exceeded the maximum time tolerated
(50ms) for real-time applications [20].
- required flow is unauthorized in the visited network or
there is not any multicast router. The latency for the
reception is related to the one that the mobile will put to
reach a new network where this flow is authorized. By
adding the delay time to join the group, the total latency
is excessively long, if one limits oneself exclusively to an
optimization of the IPv6 routing.
In addition, if the mobile is multicast source, multicast
distribution tree will have to be completely rebuilt, and a new
short path is selected with each rebuilding.
C. Evaluation of the Multicast Latency
The following table gives the identifiers of some temporary
variables. These parameters are defined according to the
Mobile IPv6 protocol.
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TABLE I
SOME TEMPORARY VARIABLES

Variables
MHLD
(Mobility Handover
Link layer Delay)
MHND
(Mobility Handover
Network layer Delay)
MSD
(Mobility Signaling
Delay)
MMSD
(Multicast MLD
Signaling Delay)
MPSD
(Multicast PIM
Signaling Delay)
MoD
(Mobility Delay)
MuD
(Multicast Delay)
ToD
(Total Delay)

Descriptions
maximum time of latency for a mobile
to carry out a Link layer handover
Latency time necessary to the mobile
to carry out a network layer handover
(acquisition of a global temporary
address )
Time spent by localization binding
updates
Time spent by an host to join the
multicast group
Time spent by the access router to
construct its multicast branch.
ascribable latency time exclusively to
mobility
ascribable latency time exclusively to
the multicast
total latency time

By considering the mobility in an environment in which
there is at least a multicast router by domain and where any
multicast flow is authorized, the following relations are
established:
- MoD = MHLD + MHND+ MSD
This time varies according to the mobility protocol. The
micro-mobility protocols considerably reduce the mentioned
quantity MHLD+MHND. Their main object is to make this
time negligible. [8] gives a comparison of the time taken in
various network under various protocols.
- MuD=MMSD+MPSD
This time is minimal if there is a member of the multicast
group in the visited network. If the access multicast router of
the visited network still has in its routing table, the line
corresponding to the multicast group recently requested by a
node of the network, then MuD is reduced to MMSD.
- ToD=MoD+MuD
Here, MuD can be taken as time necessary for the setting up
of the IPv6 tunnel for the data transmissions of the multicast
group by the home agent. It is the time spent between the
validation of the principal CoA by the home agent and the
reception of the first flow. This time can be zero by
anticipation of the inter-domain handover.
It can also be regarded as the necessary time to the
rebuilding of a multicast distributive branch for a receiver or
multicast tree for a mobile source.
With the analysis of all these sizes thus defined, it is clear
that the multicast in a mobile environment IP is effective if the
multicast mobility protocol also is.
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Several proposals have been made. They were in majority on
the Mobile IPv6 environment [2][6][7][11]-[14][16][29][31].
For the reduction of the multicast handoff latency, the
opinions are based on macro-mobility protocols [2][13][30]
but also on certain micro-mobility protocols such as HMIPv6
[26].
A. Solutions in the Macro-Mobility Environments
Several attempts to resolve the integration problems of
multicast in the mobility environment ran up against the too
long handoff latency for real-time applications.
Studies such as [18] and [30] related to the Fast MIPv6
environment improving macro mobility multicast [17].
Several other studies related to Mobile IPv6 in order to find
a multicast mobility support effectively take into account the
multicast management [2][6][7][12][13][16], etc.
Schmidt’s recent study [25] gives some ideas of research
and the rules to follow in order to solve the problem of the
IPv6 mobile networks:
- optimal routing takes into account a better quality of
service
- no modification of multicast protocols
- reducing disruption and communication delays.
It states in addition that among the various protocols of
construction of multicast tree PIM-SM [5], PIM-DM [3], the
most promising is the PIM-SSM. However this protocol
involves certain problems such as the total rebuilding of
multicast distribution tree for a mobile source using the
routing optimization of Mobile IPv6 in a visited network.
B. Solutions in Micro Mobility Environments
Other researches were directed in the environment taking
into account the fast and frequent handovers. Thus proposals
of [25] were focused on the HMIPv6 protocol integrating the
multicast [26].
All these solutions were carried out in environments
offering
themselves only little guarantee as far as
optimization of handover is concerned [8]. By adding the
latency time generated by the multicast, the losses of data
become more persistent.
Our solution is based on a protocol of micro-mobility offering
a better latency time and an effective quality of service
management.
IV. PROPOSAL FOR ARCHITECTURE OF MULTICAST
COMMUNICATIONS
The
NC-HMIPv6
protocol
(Network-Controlled
Hierarchical Mobile IPv6) proposed by France Telecom is a
micro-mobility protocol based on a hierarchical management
of the mobility agents [8]. It constitutes an improvement of
HMIPv6 [24].
Here we are interested in an integration of the multicasting
in such an environment by treating the specific case of a
mobile receiver.
This mobile host can join a multicast group since its home
network and continued the communication until the visited
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network. It can also join or leave a new group in a visited
network.
A. Functional Entities and Tools Used
The management of mobility will be based on the both but
effective use of bi-directional tunnel mode [9] and the
optimization of routing (rebuilding of under tree) as indicated
in the mobility support [3]. The functional entities of NCHMIPv6 will be more or less affected:
- the mobile node is a receiver (RM_MN).
- the home agent will be equipped with function of
multicast access router (M_HA).
- the mobility manager will treat only transmissions
multicast of mobile nodes of the network (M_GM).
- the access routers are multicast routers (MAR).
The protocols of management of multicast transmissions
used are:
- MLDv2 [3][28] for the communication between receiver
and multicast access router;
- PIM-SSM for the construction of multicast tree.
1. Management of the Multicast Mobility Concerning
M_GM
The M_GM manages in the database of the correspondences
(S, G)QMAR, where S is multicast source and G the group
[3].
It is regarded as local Rendezvous Point. It will be attached
to multicast tree until there is no more multicast router of the
domain likely to receive this flow. In this case correspondence
multicast inherent to this flow and this RMA will be cancelled
from the database.
A redundancy of M_GM proves to be necessary to avoid
congestion and to better manage the scalability.
2. Mobility Management Concerning Home Agent (M_HA)
The home agent manages multicast mobile states of all its
mobile nodes in displacements.
3. Mobility Management Concerning Multicast Access
Router (MAR)
The Rendezvous Point of all the MAR of the domain is the
M_GM. This makes it possible to better control multicast tree
and reduces the process time of adhesions of the MAR to
multicast group membership.
B. Functional Architecture
[8] Perfectly describes the NC-HMIPv6 handover
phenomenon. Our study will not consist in describing the
protocol then.
The architecture is described according to the state of the
domain visited with respect to the multicast membership
group of mobile node in visit.
1. Multicast Access Router (MAR) belongs to Tree
Multicast
This case occurs when there is at least a node of the visited
network belonging to the multicast group or the MAR is not
pruned from the multicast tree yet.
Multicast handover is held jointly with the NC-HMIPv6
handover according to the diagram of Fig. 1.
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The blue links are multicast traffic and the black ones are
NC-HMIPv6 native traffic.
Step 0 and 0': the home agent (M_HA) conveys the multicast
flow to its network node (future mobile node). During this
time, in the next visited domain, the mobility manager
(M_GM) disseminates information concerning his support of
mobility to his access routers (step 0)[8].
Step 1: After configuration of its temporary addresses: LCoA
(Local Care-of-Address) and RCoA (Regional Care-ofAddress), the MR_MN informs its home agent and its
correspondents of his new address (RCoA).

MAR constructs a new branch using PIM-SSM (Step 1’’). The
mobility manager (M_GM) represents the local Rendezvous
Point. This last conveys the flow and records a correspondence
(S, G) ÆRCoA
in the database (BD[8] ) of the domain. This will enable to
convey the multicast flow to the next visit router during the
intra-domain handovers. Thus, the M_GM will pre-empt the
multicast handover in order to minimize the multicast handoff
latency.
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Steps 1' and 1'': The MR_MN also informs the M_GM about
its addresses. This message by addressing it to the access
router contains a multicast report option. This option allows
the mobile receiver joining its previous multicast group.
Step 2: This multicast option is read by the MAR which
answers MLD report message in order to convey the multicast
flow.
Steps 2', 3 and 4: The reception of two identical copies (tunnel
(2') and local distribution (2)) will make the MR_MN possible
to suspend the tunneled flow by sending an indicating message
(3), acknowledged by the home agent afterward (4).

Fig. 2 Handover multicast: case of a network visited with the RAM
member of the group

3. No Member Belonging to the Multicast Group in the
Domain
This last case involves a global reconstruction of the
multicast branch for this first handover.
The MR_MN request for adhesion (Step 1’) will carry out
successive PIM-SSM messages to the access router of the
source or to the remote Rendezvous Point (Step 1'', 2, 2', 3 and
3’). As in the previous case, a correspondence will be put into
cache.
Fig. 1 Multicast Handover: case of a visited network with the MAR
member of the group

The multicast latency is
MuD=T_MMSD' - T_MMSD
This time is null if there are members in the visited
network. Otherwise, it is equivalent to the delay for MLD
report.
2. Multicast Flow Delivered with an Unspecified Router of
the Visited Domain
Here, the access router of the visited network does not
belong to the multicast tree relating to the flow. However, the
membership of a foreign router of the domain makes possible
to maintain the M_GM in the group.

Fig. 3 Multicast handover: case of a network visited with the MAR
member of the group

Steps 0, 0', 1 and 1' are similar to the previous case.
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The delay time MuD=T_MMSD'-T_MMSD will be almost
null for next handovers.

[8]

4. Handovers Multicast Inter-Domain
When a mobile host joins a new multicast group in the
visited network, a MLD Standby Report (MSM) message is
sent to the M_HA. This type of message introduced into this
article allows the M_HA to establish the correspondence
relating to this new multicast membership operated outside the
administrative network.
The home agent will create a multicast branch if there is no
member in the domain. It registers the correspondence (S, G)RCoA in its routing table and maintains this branch until the
reception of a Listener Hold multicast message [12].
This correspondence will permit the M_HA to answer more
quickly the setting of the bidirectional tunnel by avoiding the
installation of the branch at this moment of the movement.

[9]

C. Comparison with Existing Proposals
Our proposal depends on the following outstanding points:
- the mobility environment (NC-HMIPv6)
- the management mobility (GM) represents a local
Rendezvous Point in order to reduce the multicast latency
when creating new branches.
- the functionalities extension of the GM data in order to
integrate data related to multicast handover
- the HA functionalities extension by the proxy MLD
characteristics for the mobile nodes in visit.
V. CONCLUSION
Multicast mobility does not improve in any way traditional
IPv6 mobility. It uses the latter as a support to convey the
information group to the members whatever their connectivity
mode. A perfect mobile environment thus constitutes an ideal
support for its optimization. Our proposal gives an idea about
what can be done in a mobile environment considered as
improved in comparison with its peers. The current study was
carried out for the receivers. This opens research ways to
improve it and take into account the multicast mobile source.
The security and QoS side can also be studied.
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